
Permission to Use Material 
 

For good and valuable consideration of one copy of the forthcoming entitled book, [*Title] to be delivered after 
publication, I grant and assign to [*Name] during the full term of copyright and any extensions and renewals of the 
copyright term, the right to print, publish, manufacture, distribute and sell  any materials which may come from 
interviews with me regarding this project (the “materials”) in the book [*Title] and in any magazine, newspaper, 
print, broadcast, electronic or other media in which the book is being excerpted or promoted, including without 
limitation, no locations on the Internet.  The rights granted herein regarding the materials include all subsidiary 
rights to such materials, including without limitation, audio, electronic, commercial, film and television rights and 
extend worldwide in all languages and in all media, including without limitation, electronic, print, broadcast, or 
other media. 
 
I warrant that the materials are true and original (I have not obtained the materials from someone else), and I have 
obtained any necessary permission (in writing and after providing sufficient information regarding the use of the 
materials for an informed decision) from other persons to grant you these rights, including, without limitation, 
permissions for use of all material belonging to others and all facts which, if published, could invade the privacy of 
others.  The materials which I am providing you contain nothing that is libelous, injurious or otherwise actionable or 
contrary to law, or that will infringe any copyright, proprietary right or right of privacy, unless informed written 
permission has been granted by the appropriate persons. 
 
I understand and agree that [*Name] has the right to assign any part or all of the rights granted by me in the Release 
to [*Company].  I further understand that [*Name] shall have the right to extend the representations and warranties 
contained in this Release to [*Company].  I shall be liable thereon to the same extent as if such representations and 
warranties were originally made to [*Company]. 
 
I understand and agree that [*Name] and [*Company], has the right to choose the passages which are to be included 
in [*Title] and to edit them as he/she sees fit. 
 
I understand and agree that the identities of the persons in the materials I provide may be changed to avoid 
recognition, at the sole discretion of [*Name]. 
 
_____I prefer that all names in the materials be changed. (Indicate with a check mark.) 
 
_____I do not wish to be acknowledged as a contributor (Indicate with a check mark.) 
 
 
Signed on _________________________. 
 
 
________________________________ 
Signature 
 
[name, address, city, state, zip] 
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